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ABSTRACT
Aims. We derive the dense core structure and the water abundance in four massive star-forming regions in the hope of understanding the earliest
stages of massive star formation.
Methods. We present Herschel/HIFI observations of the para-H2O 111−000 and 202−111 and the para-H182 O 111−000 transitions. The envelope
contribution to the line profiles is separated from contributions by outflows and foreground clouds. The envelope contribution is modeled with
Monte-Carlo radiative transfer codes for dust and molecular lines (MC3D and RATRAN), and the water abundance and the turbulent velocity
width as free parameters.
Results. While the outflows are mostly seen in emission in high-J lines, envelopes are seen in absorption in ground-state lines, which are almost
saturated. The derived water abundances range from 5 ×10−10 to 4 ×10−8 in the outer envelopes. We detect cold clouds surrounding the protostar
envelope, thanks to the very high quality of the Herschel/HIFI data and the unique ability of water to probe them. Several foreground clouds are
also detected along the line of sight.
Conclusions. The low H2O abundances in massive dense cores are in accordance with the expectation that high densities and low temperatures
lead to freeze-out of water on dust grains. The spread in abundance values is not clearly linked to physical properties of the sources.
Key words. dust, extinction – ISM: molecules – ISM: abundances
1. Introduction
Massive stars (10 M ) play a major role in the interstel-
lar energy budget and the shaping of the Galactic environment
(Zinnecker & Yorke 2007). However, the formation of such
high-mass stars is not well understood for several reasons: they
are rare, have a short evolution time scale, are born deeply em-
bedded, and are far from the solar system.
The main-sequence lifetime of massive stars is preceded by
an embedded phase that subdivides into several classes of ob-
jects: massive pre-stellar cores (mPSC), which are local temper-
ature minima and density maxima within dark clouds (Sridharan
et al. 2005); high-mass protostellar objects (HMPO), where a
central protostar is surrounded by a massive envelope with a
centrally peaked temperature and density distribution (van der
Tak et al. 2000); hot molecular cores (HMC), which have higher
masses of warm gas and dust and high abundances of complex
organic molecules, which have evaporated off dust grains and/or
 Herschel is an ESA space observatory with science instruments
provided by European-led Principal Investigator consortia and with im-
portant participation of NASA.
 Appendix (pages 6 to 7) is only available in electronic form at
http://www.aanda.org
formed by warm gas-phase chemistry (Motte et al. 2003); and
ultracompact H i regions (UCHII), which show large pockets of
ionized gas confined to the star (Churchwell et al. 1990). A key
question is to what extent these phases represent differences in
luminosity and/or age, and if all high-mass stars pass through all
these phases.
The water molecule is thought to be a sensitive tracer of
physical conditions in star-forming regions, which acts as a nat-
ural filter for warm gas because of its large abundance varia-
tions between hot and cold regions (van der Tak et al. 2006).
Moreover, because the dust continuum is strong at the higher
frequencies, water lines connecting with the lowest energy lev-
els can be seen in absorption, thus providing an alternative
method probing different depths in the protostellar environment
(Poelman & van der Tak 2007). Measurements of the abundance
of water are therefore a step toward understanding the energy
budget of star-forming regions, hence of the star formation pro-
cess itself.
This paper presents water observations performed with the
Heterodyne Instrument for the Far Infrared (HIFI; de Graauw &
et al. 2010) onboard ESA’s Herschel Space Observatory (Pilbratt
& et al. 2010). We use the p-H2O ground-state line and two lines
that constrain the excitation and optical depth (Table 1), all three
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Table 1. List of lines.
Molecule Transition ν (GHz) Eup (K) ncrita (cm−3) σrms (mK)
H2O 111−000 1113.343 53.4 1.7 ×108 40
H2O 202−111 987.927 100.8 2.1 ×108 50
H182 O 111−000 1101.698 53.4 1.7 ×108 40
Notes. (a) Values at 20 K from collision rates of Grosjean et al. (2003).
Table 2. List of sources.
Name RA Dec. L da VLSR
J2000 J2000 (104 L ) (kpc) (km s−1)
G31.41+0.31 18h47m34.3s −01◦12′46.0′′ 15 7.9 +98.8
G29.96-0.02 18h46m03.8s −02◦39′22.0′′ 20 7.4 +98.7
W33A 18h14m39.1s −17◦52′07.0′′ 8.5 4.0 +37.5
W43-MM1 18h47m47.0s −01◦54′28.0′′ 2.2 5.5 +98.8
Notes. (a) Values from Hatchell & van der Tak (2003), except W43-
MM1 (Motte et al. 2003) and W33A (van der Tak et al. 2000).
lying at similar frequencies and observed at similar resolution.
The sources are four massive star-forming regions (Table 2): the
HMCs G31.41+0.31 and G29.96−0.02 and the HMPOs W33A
and W43-MM1. We compare our results with those for two other
regions: the UCHII region DR21 (van der Tak et al. 2010) and
the HMPO W3 IRS5 (Chavarría et al. 2010).
However, the aim is to discover trends in the water line
emission for future extended studies, identifying links in the
water abundance between the various evolutionary stages of
high-mass star formation and using water to probe the gas dy-
namics around protostars. Given the small number of sources
and lines observed, it is premature to look for general trends. The
large amount of upcoming Herschel/HIFI data will help with this
question.
2. Observations
The four regions have been observed with HIFI on 3, 4, and 6
March 2010 (see Table 2). Spectra were taken in double sideband
mode using receivers 4a (p-H2O at 988 GHz) and 4b (p-H2O
and p-H182 O at 1113 GHz and 1102 GHz) with νLO = 980 GHz
and 1108 GHz, respectively. The observations are part of the
priority science program (PSP) of the guaranteed-time key pro-
gram Water In Star-forming regions with Herschel (WISH; Van
Dishoeck et al., in prep.).
Data were simultaneously taken with the acousto-optical
wide band spectrometer (WBS) and the correlator-based high-
resolution spectrometer (HRS), in both horizontal and verti-
cal polarizations. This paper focuses on data from the WBS,
which covers 1140 MHz bandwidth at 1.1 MHz spectral res-
olution (∼0.3 km s−1) (Roelfsema et al. 2010). System tem-
peratures range between 350 K around 1113 GHz and 450 K
around 988 GHz; receiver 4a in V polarization shows partic-
ularly high values. Integration times (ON+OFF) were 193 s
for the 1113 GHz and the 1102 GHz lines and 206 s for the
988 GHz line for each source, and the rms noise levels reached
are 40–50 mK (Table 1). Observations were reduced with the
Herschel interactive processing environment1 (HIPE) version
2.8. The intensity scale is converted to Tmb using main beam
efficiencies of 0.74. The double-side band continuum level was
divided by 2 to make its brightness directly comparable to that
of the lines, which are measured in single sideband.
3. Results
Observed water lines for the four studied regions are shown in
Fig. 1. The H2O 111−000 line shows an absorption at the systemic
1 http://herschel.esac.esa.int/
velocity (VLSR) in all sources. In all cases except G31.41+0.31,
outflow wings are detected close to the main absorption, with a
maximal shift of 3 km s−1. These wings are seen in emission,
which indicates an origin in hot, low-density (103 cm−3) gas
(Poelman & van der Tak 2007). Absorption features are seen
over a wide velocity range in G29.96-0.02, W33A, W43-MM1,
and more weakly in G31.41+0.31. The absorptions at veloc-
ity offsets >4 km s−1 likely originate in cold foreground clouds
on the line of sight to the source. In contrast, the absorption
features at lower velocity offsets are plausibly related to cold
clouds surrounding the dense cores (which other studies call the
protostellar envelopes), which are all part of large-scale molec-
ular clouds (see Fig. 2). Table 3 presents a Gaussian decom-
position of the line profiles around VLSR; Appendix A shows
Gaussian iterative decompositions of the absorption profiles of
the ground-state transition over the full velocity range, show-
ing several velocity components thanks to the high resolution in
velocity of the HIFI instrument. The absorptions at VLSR are sat-
urated for G31.41+0.31 and W33A and nearly saturated for the
other sources, which indicates abundances around ∼10−9 for the
outer cold parts of the massive dense cores (Poelman & van der
Tak 2007).
The H2O 202−111 line always appears in emission and
shows a broad and a narrower velocity component (Fig. 1).
In addition, the spectra of G31.41+0.31 and W43-MM1 show
two well-defined self-absorption features that appear at the
source velocity. With its high Eup, this transition mainly traces
warm gas, and the presence of these absorption features in
G31.41+0.31 and W43-MM1 suggests a higher water abun-
dance in these sources than in G29.96–0.02 and W33A. The
components seen in emission have Gaussian shapes, with one
wider (FWHM = 20–40 km s−1) than the other (FWHM =
6.4–8.0 km s−1). We associate the broad component with high-
velocity outflows associated with the protostar also seen in
111−000 line emission. This component is symmetric with re-
spect to the source velocity in G29.96–0.02 and W43-MM1,
blueshifted by 2.8 km s−1 in W33A, and redshifted by 4.4 km s−1
in G31.41+0.31 (Table 3). The narrower (hereafter “medium”)
component is potentially associated with shocked surrounding
material where water is released in the gas phase. Indeed, shocks
occur at the interface between jets and the surrounding dense en-
velope, with a velocity close to that of the massive dense core.
Similar results are found in Kristensen et al. (2010), Johnstone
et al. (2010), and Chavarría et al. (2010).
The H182 O 111−000 transition is seen in absorption at the
source velocity in G31.41 and W43-MM1, which is not satu-
rated. This feature originates in the massive envelope. In G29.96,
the pure emission profile of this transition implies a warm dif-
fuse gas origin. Since G29.96 is also the brightest source in the
narrower component of the 988 GHz line, we suggest that the
H182 O emission is dominated by shocks at the interface betweenjets and the envelope. The P-Cygni-like profile for W33A is a
mix of both behaviors: the sum of an absorption feature due to
the massive core and emission from an outflow. The emission is
only seen in the red-shifted part of the profile is consistent with
the outflow components seen in 1113 GHz and 988 GHz lines,
which are also the most powerful on the red part of the spectrum.
4. Discussion and conclusions
To derive the water abundance in the four massive dense cores,
we removed features related to outflows and foreground clouds
from the spectrum before any line modeling. The high spectral
resolution of HIFI is essential in this process, in particular for
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Fig. 1. Herschel/HIFI spectra of the H2O 111−000 (top), H2O 202−111 (middle) and H182 O 111−000 (bottom) lines. Dashed lines are drawn at VLSR.
Fig. 2. Extraction of the saturated absorption of para-H2O 111−000 line in W43-MM1. Original profile appears in black bold, and the residual in
green bold. Other colored lines show Gaussian components used to remove cold foreground clouds absorptions. The aim of the multiple colours
is to better distinguish the components between themselves.
Table 3. Gaussian decomposition of the line profiles at velocities close to VLSR.
Source Para-H2O (111−000) Para-H2O (202 − 111) Para-H182 O (111 − 000)
VLSR Tmb ΔV VLSR Tmb ΔV VLSR Tmb ΔV
(km s−1) (K) (km s−1) (km s−1) (K) (km s−1) (km s−1) (mK) (km s−1)
G31.41+0.31 95.1 0.94∗ 3.7 94.6 1.37 6.4 99.5 0.27∗ 5.2
99.3 0.42∗ 14.0
103.7 0.2 ∼40
G29.96-0.02 91.3 0.26∗ 3.9 97.8 1.10 21 98.5 290 6.0
98.5 0.90 18.8 98.2 3.21 8.0
99.4 0.99∗ 8.4
103.2 0.40∗ 2.3
W33A 35.9 0.85∗ 11.0 35.5 0.34 28 34.2 0.23∗ 11.8
43.0 0.53 20.0 38.3 1.87 7.0 37.3 280 8.4
W43-MM1 98.7 0.87∗ 13.5 99.6 0.89 22 99.4 0.19∗ 8.7
103.3 0.43 14.0 99.7 0.31∗ 6.8
Notes. (∗) Absorption lines are indicated in Tabs/Tcontinuum scales.
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Table 4. Model parameters and derived water abundances.
Source Mgas rmin rmax n(rmin) n(rmax) T (rmin) T (rmax) XH2O turb
(M ) (AU) (AU) (cm−3) (cm−3) (K) (K) (km s−1)
G31.41+0.31 1500 200 22 515 8.1 ×108 3.1 ×106 406 43.2 3.1 ×10−8 1.4
G29.96-0.02 700 200 20 700 4.4 ×108 1.9 ×106 489 50.8 <5.0 ×10−10 1.1
W33A 4000 200 62 000 3.5 ×108 4.0 ×105 291 26.0 6.0 ×10−10 1.6
W43-MM1 2000 200 27 500 5.0 ×108 2.3 ×106 243 24.7 4.0 ×10−8 3.0
DR21a 1650 2000 60 520 1.6 ×107 1.5 ×105 117 23.3 2.0 ×10−10 3.0
W3-IRS5b 250 200 12 000 2.9 ×108 2.7 ×106 480 54.7 2.0 ×10−8 2.0
Notes. (a) Values from van der Tak et al. (2010) (b) Values from Chavarría et al. (2010).
the absorbers with velocities close to that of the central source.
Studying the H182 O 111−000 transition prior to the others also fa-
cilitates disentangling the envelope contribution, since this line
is not saturated because it has a lower optical depth than the main
H2O isotope.
Once the main contribution is extracted, we model its pro-
file according to the method described in Marseille et al. (2008):
first, the dust emission from the massive dense core is repro-
duced with the MC3D radiative transfer code (Wolf et al. 1999),
including total luminosity and density profile from the literature
(power-law index p = −1.5); second, the temperature profile
obtained is used to model the line emission with the RATRAN
code (Hogerheijde & van der Tak 2000). The free parameters
are XH2O, the molecular abundance relative to H2, and turb, the
turbulent velocity width.
Good fits are obtained for the H182 O 111−000 transition, which
is not saturated, unlike the H2O lines. The fitting considers both
the line strength (area and width) and the profile shapes. We have
computed a grid of XH2O and turb values, adapting step by step
the grid around the best χ2. Using a 16O/18O ratio of 500, we
proceed to model the main isotopic water lines. The H2O abun-
dance is kept constant in our models. We tried models with an
abundance increase in the inner region where T > 100 K, but
the current data do not favor those models above the constant-
abundance models.
We estimate the absolute uncertainty in the retrieved H2O
abundance to be a factor of 10. Since we use the same model-
ing strategy as in the studies by van der Tak et al. (2010) and
Chavarría et al. (2010), the abundances obtained should be com-
parable to better than a factor of 3. Our observed spread in abun-
dances of a factor of ∼100 is much greater than this uncertainty.
The same range of abundances is found in other HIFI-based
studies of high-mass star-forming regions (van der Tak et al.
2010; Chavarría et al. 2010), and also in previous work with ISO
(Boonman et al. 2003) and from the ground (van der Tak et al.
2006).
In conclusion, for the massive-star forming regions described
in this letter, we clearly detect the contribution of the envelope
within the dense core. It is limited to a strong self-absorbed fea-
ture mainly seen in the ground-state line. To evaluate it, we first
have to remove emission from outflow shocks and absorption by
foreground clouds along the line of sight. The velocities of the
absorbers indicate that some are part of the close environment
of the source, while others are physically unrelated. The derived
massive dense core abundances suggest a strong freeze-out of
water on dust grains, and imply that water plays only a minor
role in the thermal balance of the gas.
The H2O line profiles do not seem to depend on the sup-
posed evolutionary stage of the source. For example, the two
“hot molecular cores” G31.41 and G29.96 show very different
line profiles, and also their H2O abundances differ by a factor of
∼100. Also, the abundance variations that we have found do not
seem related to the luminosity of the sources, their temperature
or their turbulent velocity field. However, there are not enough
cases treated for a statistical treatment. Future studies following
the same procedure with more sources should resolve this issue.
Within our sample, the highest H2O abundances are derived for
G31.41 and W43-MM1, which show self-absorbed 202−111 line
profiles (Fig. 1). As these sources are not the most luminous, hot,
or active ones in our sample, the origin of such a high abundance
is unclear.
Firm conclusions about a link between water emission be-
havior and the evolutionary stage of the source are limited by
the small number of sources. Our data show that water is a useful
tool for understanding the gas dynamics in and around massive
star-forming regions. Future multiline studies of larger samples
are highly promising for answering key questions about the for-
mation of massive stars.
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Appendix A: Massive dense core component
extraction
The velocity profiles of the H2O 111−000 line show absorption
features at several velocities. These absorption features arise in
foreground clouds along the line of sight or in cold clouds in the
neighborhood of the massive dense core, and are not saturated
unlike the absorption from the massive envelope. In addition to
these absorptions, some sources show H2O emission from pro-
tostellar outflows.
This appendix presents our procedure for removing these
features in order to extract the contribution from the envelope
to the line profile. In contrast to others, absorption from this part
of the object is saturated. We are then able to remove other fea-
tures by iterative Gaussian fits. This process is helped by the
high resolution in velocity provided by the Herschel/HIFI in-
strument, showing accurate and “bumpy” profiles in absorptions.
Assuming that each bump corresponds to a velocity component,
they are removed using the Gaussian fitting tool available in the
HIPE software. Starting from the component with the lowest ve-
locity, they are extracted one by one, using the residual of the
previous removal to fit the next one. This way of fitting insures
a very good extraction of velocity component, giving a quasi-
unique final decomposition of the absorption features. Results of
this process are given in Figs. 2, A.1, A.2, A.3 and Tables A.1,
A.2, A.3, and A.4.
Table A.1. Gaussian fit parameters for the full extraction of the satu-
rated absorptions of para-H2O 111 − 000 line in W43-MM1.
Component T ∗A FHWM lsr
# (K) (km s−1) (km s−1)
1 –0.18 1.46 62.31
2 –0.16 1.50 64.90
3 –0.20 0.66 65.57
4 –0.63 1.22 66.41
5 –0.87 1.09 67.06
6 –0.36 0.71 67.75
7 –0.33 1.02 68.37
8 –0.22 0.82 69.20
9 –0.53 1.19 70.09
10 –0.65 1.10 70.87
11 –0.17 0.74 71.51
12 –0.09 2.46 72.25
13 –0.09 1.31 74.27
14 –0.40 1.40 75.67
15 –0.54 2.35 77.29
16 –0.83 1.89 78.64
17 –1.40 1.95 79.72
18 –0.80 1.59 81.04
19 –0.96 1.46 82.10
20 –0.64 1.19 82.89
21 –0.32 0.71 83.51
22 –0.21 2.95 87.69
23 –0.24 1.11 84.23
24 –0.13 1.52 85.33
25 0.42 23.94 99.94
26 –0.35 13.95 94.55
27 –0.58 3.78 92.48
28 –1.03 2.68 94.34
29 –1.82 2.08 95.84
30 –0.38 2.03 105.42
31 –1.18 1.95 104.01
32 –1.45 1.60 102.86
33 –1.68 1.55 101.83
Table A.2. Gaussian fit parameters for for the full extraction of the sat-
urated absorptions of para-H2O 111−000 line in W33A.
Component T ∗A FHWM lsr
# (K) (km s−1) (km s−1)
1 0.32 32.95 42.00
2 –0.48 2.92 23.87
3 –0.79 4.70 28.41
4 –0.80 3.64 31.06
5 –0.74 1.60 32.40
6 –1.12 1.75 33.52
7 –0.98 1.31 34.46
8 –0.41 1.00 43.83
9 –0.70 2.20 41.13
10 –1.24 1.91 39.40
Table A.3. Gaussian fit parameters for for the full extraction of the sat-
urated absorptions of para-H2O 111 − 000 line in G29.96.
Component T ∗A FHWM lsr
# (K) (km s−1) (km s−1)
1 –0.44 2.32 4.41
2 –1.12 2.30 6.01
3 –0.95 1.71 7.15
4 –0.89 1.30 8.08
5 –0.95 1.32 8.93
6 –0.38 1.04 9.91
7 –0.37 1.14 10.84
8 –0.43 1.06 11.68
9 –0.23 1.21 12.42
10 –0.11 4.55 16.85
11 –0.07 6.52 52.89
12 –0.31 1.13 57.62
13 –0.34 1.29 58.57
14 –0.25 3.12 60.10
15 –0.48 1.39 65.37
16 –1.03 2.00 66.76
17 –0.40 2.93 69.38
18 0.50 26.36 98.50
19 –0.24 3.17 91.42
20 –1.44 3.06 102.91
Table A.4. Gaussian fit parameters for for the full extraction of the sat-
urated absorptions of para-H2O 111−000 line in G31.41.
Component T ∗A FHWM lsr
# (K) (km s−1) (km s−1)
1 –0.08 1.36 3.79
2 –0.43 1.35 5.44
3 –0.99 1.06 6.44
4 –0.61 0.86 7.06
5 –0.35 0.68 7.57
6 –0.34 0.84 8.15
7 –0.19 0.88 8.89
8 –0.36 1.61 10.99
9 –0.59 1.31 11.72
10 –1.19 1.40 12.75
11 –0.49 0.98 13.53
12 –0.15 4.63 52.14
13 –0.21 4.53 82.84
14 0.06 10.92 119.53
15 0.10 25.85 99.02
16 –0.23 3.41 102.70
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Fig. A.1. Extraction of the saturated absorption of para-H2O 111−000 line in W33A. Original profile appears in black bold, residual in green bold.
Fig. A.2. Extraction of the saturated absorption of para-H2O 111−000 line in G29.96. Original profile appears in black bold, residual in green bold.
Fig. A.3. Extraction of the saturated absorption of para-H2O 111−000 line in G31.41. Original profile appears in black bold, residual in green bold.
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